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Welcome to Our Inaugural Policy Corner 
by Julia Gordon and Robert Finn 
 
The neighborhood blight landscape has changed significantly since 2008. With the financial crisis behind us, the 
outsize numbers of foreclosures and defaults have decreased dramatically, reducing the supply of REO properties 
and enabling many housing markets to return to health. At the same time, some areas remain very hard-hit, with 
vacancies, blight, and housing markets that don't yet function normally. 
 
As NCST approaches the end of its first decade, our organization has begun to explore new strategies beyond REO 
sales to help stabilize neighborhoods and return housing markets to health. One of those strategies is to engage in 
research and advocacy at the federal, state and local level to foster policies that support vibrant communities. To 
this end, NCST hired the two of us - Julia and Rob - to help secure NCST a seat at the tables where important 
policy decisions take place. 
 
In our first year of concerted focus on this approach, NCST has made its mark in several policymaking efforts that 
affect housing in blighted communities, including: 
 

• Persuaded both FHA and FHFA to make a change in their non-performing loan auctions to prohibit buyer 
"walkaways" that can lead to blight. 

• Worked closely with FHFA and a number of other consumer organizations to ensure that Fannie Mae and 
Freddie Mac would offer appropriate loan modifications after the expiration of the HAMP program. 

• Advocated for FHFA to include neighborhood stabilization efforts as activities eligible for "Duty to Serve" 
credit, which will incent Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac to create financing products to support acquisition, 
repair, rehab and demolition work on distressed homes around the country. 

• Researched whether mortgage servicers are taking advantage of state legislation designed to accelerate 
the foreclosure process for vacant and abandoned homes. 

 
Today, those of us who work in the housing and community development fields face an enormous amount of 
uncertainty. The Trump Administration has proposed dramatic funding cuts to HUD, including eliminating vital 
stabilization tools such as the Community Development Block Grant program, the HOME Investment Partnerships 
Program, the Choice Neighborhoods program and the Self-help Homeownership Opportunity Program. It also 
plans to eliminate the CDFI fund and the Legal Services Corporation, both of which play a critical role in our 
communities. 
 
Additionally, with Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac still under conservatorship after more than eight years, the new 
Administration and Congress are beginning to explore different ways of retooling our nation's housing finance 
system. While this issue area can be very technical and dry its potential impact on our communities and on the 
future of homeownersbip cannot be overstated. 
 
In short, policy work has never been more critical - not only at the federal level, but also at the state and local 
level, as alternatives to federal programs may be needed to help already distressed communities from 
deteriorating further or sliding backwards from their post-crisis recoveries. 
 
Now that NCST's policy portfolio has started to fill out, we'd like to keep you apprised of our efforts, and we hope 
you can be our eyes and ears on the ground in your communities. We plan to use this column to ask questions big 
and small, invite feedback, propose ideas for immediate change or offer seemingly unattainable policy wish lists, 
and send up trial balloons for ideas on our minds. Your involvement and feedback is not only welcome - it's critical 
to the work we do. We look forward to hearing from you and exchanging ideas.  
 


